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In an effort to continue the conceptual and aesthetic growth started in graduate 

school, I have produced a body of work dealing with the relation between the 

fragmentation of the figure and the self-perception of beauty.  I produced twelve prints 

that have been exhibited at Cora Stafford Gallery.  I have analyzed the body of work 

conceptually and formally and chose to discuss six pieces in a problem- in lieu-of-thesis.  

My work and book references informed the content of the paper.  I divided it into three 

chapters; Introduction, Description of the Work, and the Conclusion.  Within the body of 

the paper the paragraphs are sectioned into descriptions, methodology and intent of the 

six pieces.  I went into detail of the process and content and addressed the questions 

posted in the Statement of Problem.   
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INTRODUCTION  

My work consists of self-portraits that explore issues with body image and an 

acute awareness of physical imperfections.  Since I was a child, great emphasis has been 

put on beauty and its relation to being thin.  This battle with weight has resulted in an 

obsession that constantly influences my sense of identity.  These issues have created 

insecurities, illness, and dysfunction in my everyday life.  My fluctuating size makes me 

feel caught between the obsession and the need to be in control.  I use the process of art 

for self-reflection and self-discovery.  I aim to relate my personal investigation of body 

criticism to the societal standards of beauty.   

Printmaking is my primary medium.  I am drawn to this process for its 

paradoxical sense of control and serendipity.  I accept its limitations, yet am challenged 

to control it.  The process lends itself to detail and repetition, which mimics the obsessive 

nature of my work’s content and my own personality.  Printmaking merges my need for 

the drawn element coupled with the ability to incorporate text and the photographic 

image. 

I have recently been looking into the association of my personal events with 

weight, art and how they relate to the context of contemporary art theory.  Nicholas 

Mirzoeff says that Postmodern bodies are not ideal wholes, but assembled fragments.  

The represented body is no longer universal, but constantly changing and malleable.  It 
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can be remolded to conform to societal standards of beauty.  As Mirzoeff wrote, “ in the 

west we use control and change our bodies through diet, exercise and body-building.”1 

My current body of work deals with these issues of fragmentation and dislocation 

of self.  I equate my mental fragmentation of self and the pictorial sectioning of the 

figure.  I deal with the tension between the imperfections of the physical body and the 

mental distortion of the form.  I evaluate the fragment of self fully understand myself as a 

whole.   

 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

In an effort to continue the conceptual and aesthetic growth started in graduate 

school, I have produced a body of work dealing with the relation between fragmentation 

of the figure and self-perception of beauty.  This work has investigated these personal 

issues with weight and body criticism and related them to the standards of ideal beauty 

set by society.  I have exhibited this body of work in a gallery setting, where I have 

identified the evolution and visual relation of the collection of the pieces.  I have looked 

into the formal choices and execution through printmaking and how each relates with my 

theme.  I began by creating a series of prints and drawings.  This endeavor concluded in a 

continuing development of understanding of the language of my work, presentation, and 

interpretation by the viewer.   

1. What is the impact of the public versus personal nature of the content 

of my work? 

                                                 
1 Nicholas Mirzoeff, Bodyscape: Art, Modernity and the Ideal Figure, (New York: 
Routledge, 1995), 25-28. 
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2. How does scale impact my work? 

3. What is the function of color, photography, and text in my print? 

4. What is the effect of sectioing/fragmenation of the human figure? 

5. How is beauty defined or challenged in my work? 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The body of work was executed through printmaking, drawing, and sketchbooks.  

I produced 12 prints that were exhibited in a gallery setting.  I documented preliminary 

drawings, processes and the formal evolution of the work in a sketchbook.  I analyzed 

how the body of work created has been conceptually and formally challenged in a 

problem-in-lieu of thesis. 
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK AND ANALYSIS 

I began my process of this body of work by reading art theory books, figure 

drawing manuals and fashion magazines.  These sources informed existing ideas of 

fragmentation and sectioning of the figure.  The drawing manuals supported ideas by 

physically diagramming the body in sections to draw, the fashion magazines by 

promoting cropped images of women’s body parts to sell particular products and the art 

readings by talking about beauty and the fragmentation of the body.  My thoughts turned 

inward to how I approach the figure in my own work and outward to how society 

approaches the female in print.  I thought about how I view others, and myself as well as 

how I may be viewed.  I tried not to over think the project as a whole, but instead invest 

time in each piece individually then analyze them collectively at the end of the journey. 

I knew printmaking would be the medium to best carry out my ideas concerning 

the figure because I use the seductive qualities of printmaking to entice the viewer.  I 

wanted to show how imagery effects and directs how beauty is defined through the print 

media.  I am drawn to printmaking for its combination of thought, labor, and mark 

making.  It is rooted in drawing with the ability for complex layering of text, image and 

the photograph.   

I began by mapping out sketches in my sketchbook, choosing between the 

qualities of intaglio and lithography depending on which better suited the imagery and 

intent.  The vivid color of lithography, the imprint of the etched line, and the embossment 

of the etching plate all informed how I approached each piece.  My lithographs combined 
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a maniére noire process2 to create rich tonal quality and dramatic lighting.  My intaglios 

used calligraphic lines that are etched deeply, ink is wiped in, and it creates a raised 

three-dimensional surface.   

Like most semesters, I started by going to the library and checked out various art 

theory books, printmaking guides, drawing manuals and medical diagrams.  While doing 

so, I picked up Albrecht Dürer’s book on proportions.  I focused on the imagery, 

sectioning of the figure and his studies to create the ideal figure.  Dürer’s beliefs seemed 

funny at first, but not so outlandish by today’s standards.  We live in a society that 

“fixes” or “repairs” body parts to accommodate beauty trends. Societal standards of 

beauty are ever-changing, from 20th Century art that celebrated roundness, to curvy 

Flappers, to the womanly ideal of Marilyn Monroe and to the present day ideal of the 

supermodel promoting the “waif” thin look.  In this time where we have Abdominizers, 

Thigh Masters and videos like Buns of Steel, it is a social norm to think of ourselves in 

fragments and as interchangeable parts.  I think of myself in the same capacity.  

Believing “if only” my arms weren’t so large, then I would be happy.  My work 

addresses these issues, and creates a body of work that deals with contradictions, 

paradoxes, and confronts how I approach the female form.   

My 2001 print Creating the Ideal (Figure 1) surfaced from the ideas of Dürer.  I 

began with a sketch of a self-portrait.  It is a full frontal stylized nude, inviting the viewer  

                                                 
2 Maniére Noire is a lithographic technique for stone.  The surface is covered with a solid 
layer of tusche; a grease based drawing material that contains wax, tallow, soap, shellac, 
and lampblack.  The image is produced by scraping parts of the tusche layer away. 
Donald Saff and Deli Sacilotto, Printmaking: History and Process. Florida: Holt, 
Rinehart, and Winston, 1978, p.428-430. 
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to approach.  I sectioned the form equally into eight parts using the Dürer’s system of 

eight heads for an idealized figure.  Upon completion, I went to the studio and beveled 

and polished my plate.  This act gave me the time to think about how I wanted to draw 

the female body.  The sketch started as an outline that mimicked the Dürer’s imagery, but 

I decided the figure had to be a voluptuous, beautiful individual.3  I wanted to create my 

own ideal.  Using a mock mezzotint approach, I was able to burnish highlight on the form 

creating beauty through the rich tonal process and the lush red ink to seduce the viewer.  I 

printed a second plate with semi-transparent silver that was a copy of Dürer’s model of 

the “ideal head” or a measurement of the eight body sections.  I chose to emphasize one 

person’s ideas of beauty versus my own.  The woman Creating the Ideal challenges 

existing ideals of beauty by confronting the viewer and emphasizing the coexistence of 

strength and vulnerability.  Through a combination of lush red and black colors this 

image of a female that would not be ideal in Dürer’s proportion system, is itself a 

beautiful piece of art.   

I have always been interested in medical books and magazines as well.  I have 

worked with ideas of changing the body through cosmetic surgery in early graduate work.  

These quick solutions that are featured in women’s health magazines and health books 

and have always intrigued me.  These helpful hints appear in pink imagery as if they were 

gentle, simple ready-made fixes for women.  I once came across the image of a female 

body being measured for fat content by a hand and a caliper.  I took the plate of Creating 

the Ideal and physically cut it into sections mimicking the figure in the book.  Cutting my 

                                                 
3  My figures encompass beauty by being large confident, voluptuous figures.  They are 
nude, somber forms celebrated in rich tonal variation to accent their curvy attributes. 
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own creation of the ideal seemed symbolic and necessary to introduce my ideas about 

standardization.  I placed the cut plate next to the photoetching of the woman being 

measured.  The print emphasized the act of being measured and the mental dislocation 

with self that results from these standardizations of the female form.  The photograph in 

this case represents the norm.  The woman’s body being measured, questions if women 

are seen just as a physical body.  This relates back to my insecurities of weight as they 

relate to my own self worth.  I destroyed Creating the Ideal because it embodied beauty.  

Through its sacrifice, I showed how my constant preoccupation with weight and body 

measurement has impacted my art and me.  Measuring Up (Figure 2) is a clinical analysis 

of body parts, emphasizing my conflicting self-identification with self and body.  The 

sectioned plates printed on paper reinforce my personal investigation of the female body; 

both in my own body and those I create.  This print focuses on the disjunction with self in 

response to media standards.  The physical fragmentation of the plate and the sectioning 

of the form allowed me to organize, disorganize and replace the figure.  Through this 

manipulation, I question the standards of physical beauty in form and print. 

I started Dual Selves (Figure 3) with the intent to create a beautiful print. I define 

beautiful art by its craftsmanship, aesthetic qualities and ability to be conceptually 

compelling.  I chose the background image of a brick wall and printed it in yellow and 

orange.  The bricks mimicked the sections of the embossments on the figure.  The two 

women were drawn on a lithographic stone.  There is a contrast of the hand -drawn 

element with the photographic environment of the bricks.  I was creating a mock 

magazine cover featuring these two large figures.  I approached the piece with the idea of 

looking at one’s self as if two selves.  Both large women are fighting for the viewer’s 
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attention, and as a sort of analogy of myself as an artist and a woman.  Dual Selves 

became an issue concerning the beauty of the print and the beauty of the two large 

women in the piece.  Once editioned, the print itself became a beautiful object, but I 

wanted to push the ideas a bit further.  In an act of defacing beauty, I embossed etching 

plates into the image, sectioning the figure and in turn disrupting this pristine piece of art.  

I tried to emphasize the internal struggle of being at peace with one’s sense of beauty.  I 

embraced beauty and at the same time mentally destroyed it by emphasizing the fragment 

of the body parts versus the whole. 

Through years of scrutiny of the body, I became intrigued with the notion of 

beauty: defining it, realizing it and keeping it.  That is what this all comes down to: the 

ideals of beauty; standards and measuring up to standards; whether they are self inflicted, 

imaginary or societal norms. Society and my family define beauty based on a person 

being thin, tall and proportionate.  The appeal of beauty in artwork seemed attractive 

especially concerning the subject matter.  I embraced the craft of printmaking, using the 

medium to control small details of my life when all seemed overwhelming. 

From this need to study the physical and artistic aesthetic came the print Beauty 

(Figure 4).  This piece embraces the ideas of beauty of the medium, of the self, and of the 

female body.  This print became an investigation of color, lighting and mood.  I printed 

bright yellows and reds on a lithographic stone to attain a vivid, almost invasive light.  

The figure on top was printed as an etching layer.  She is subtly sectioned through the 

contrasting colors and black negative space.  The image creates a dichotomy of lush color 

and highlights created by burnishing that paradoxically emphasizes the folds, stomach 

and fleshy pounds. 
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I had been looking at a collection of Kiki Smith catalogues and a book that 

referenced segmentation of the figure called The Body in Pieces by Linda Nochlin.  My 

artwork Pick A Part (Figure 5) manifested from ideas of viewing the body as a fragment.  

I wanted my large figures to be revered in the same monumental stance reminiscent of 

classical statues.  The figure’s heads are cut off in a reference to Greek statues.  The four 

women’s body parts are sectioned by spitbite4 aquatint to celebrate the rotund females.  

The second plate that was printed on the top of the figures in a manner that wallpapers 

the bodies is a photographic transfer of different body parts in various cosmetic surgeries.  

By combining these historical references to contemporary body solutions, I hoped to 

question the state of beauty practices. 

My piece How to Draw a Woman (Figure 6) features two large females on 

separate plates printed next to one another.  The left figure is a smaller version of 

Creating the Ideal wiped in blue with a surface roll5 in ruby red to create a rich, beautiful 

representation of a larger woman.  The petite version of the former plate was sized down 

to be an exact scale as the illustrations in the drawing manual to give a full comparison of 

two body types.  A smaller figure makes the piece was more easily accessible and easy to 

relate to the photographic standards in the manual.  The right plate features a larger 

female nude created with a spitbite to make subtle and supple detail in the figure.  I 

printed the scanned images and text that were taken from a how-to-draw manual.  The 

                                                 
4 Spitbite is a direct method of brushing on acid on a plate that has a rosin or spray paint 
aquatint on it to create value in a painterly way. 
5 A surface roll is a plate inked then has had a hard roller with ink rolled over its surface. 
Donald Saff and Deli Sacilotto, Printmaking: History and Process. Florida: Holt, 
Rinehart, and Winston, 1978, p.430. 
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illustration describes section by section how to draw a woman, right down to the high 

heels.  I found the guide both amusing and insulting.  I printed these generic women on 

clear plastic Mylar in a lipstick red.   The imagery’s text details how to draw a woman.  

These instructions give the piece authenticity by directly copying a page out a book.  

These overlays were then sewn onto the paper over the two figures.  Combining the 

overlays and my hand drawn women challenges the ideals of how to draw a woman.  

This juxtaposition of imagery reveals how my personal issues with weight reflect how I 

approach the figure, contrasted with how society represents the figure in media.  My 

women do not fit the mold of standards of the illustrations, clearly exceeding the outlined 

parameters of the images on the mylar.  The plastic overlays are a metaphor for how the 

standardization of beauty affects me personally and perhaps other women. The stitching 

acts to deface beauty in art.  Once you feel comfortable in your own skin, the media and 

magazines tell you that we are wrong.  How to Draw a Woman is simple and 

straightforward, and it creates a dialogue of media about physical beauty and the beauty 

in contemporary fine art.  On the one hand this piece celebrates the aesthetic beauty of 

art, and yet challenges the norms of physical beauty we see in print today. 
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CONCLUSION 

I began by working on each individual piece waiting until the completion of all 

the work to analyze them collectively.  After looking at my work I still do not know 

whether I am challenging or perpetuating existing stereotypes about the female form.  By 

sectioning and fragmenting the female nude, have I reduced the representation of the 

female form to a mere body?  By questioning standards have I set some of my own?  All 

these things come into question when producing art.  Am I further marginalizing myself 

as a woman and as an artist with discourse on beauty and woman?  I know that my work 

is evolving to encompass all these questions, queries, and judgments.   

I feel I have succeeded in bringing the question of beauty to the table, giving it a 

personal voice, and relating it to others.  I feel I have challenged society standards of 

beauty in two ways: by making beautiful art and through detail to craftsmanship.  I take 

pride in the tradition of printmaking, because it takes knowledge and skill.  There is a 

beauty in a hand pulled print because it seems rare in this era of digital printouts. 

I also talk about the classical versus ideal beauty of the female form in 

contemporary art.  The definition of ideal beauty is ever-changing.  I do not believe this 

body of work has clearly defined beauty, yet it has opened up the parameters for 

observation.  I present my audience with beautiful large women and that is a rarity.  In 

turn I am challenging, creating and redefining who is and what is beauty.
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